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Persona
 • A persona is an abstract user representation.

 • The persona method is an interactive technique with considerable  
potential for software product development. 

 • Personas are popular in Human-Computer Interaction (HCI), their use is 
not well established in Human-Robot Interaction (HRI). 

 • Duque et al. [2] coined the term persona variable. We use the term persona 
variable to describe persons‘ characteristics relevant to the personas 
context.

Persona pain points

 • In an academic setting, access to domain experts is often limited.

 • In an industrial context, knowledge about personas and their application  
is lacking.

 • The creation of personas can be time consuming and costly, dependent on 
how the underlying data is collected. 

The Motivation
In our research we are working on the simplification of industrial robot online 
programming with augmented reality support. Augmented Reality is compu-
ter-generated information overlayed onto the real world.

Personas in industrial Human-Robot Interaction
End-user expertise is more variable due to the introduction of low-cost robo-
tics solutions and production automation in SMEs. More untrained users will 
have to interact with robots. 

It is necessary to build up a deep understanding of the user, in order to provi-
de the right information at the right time. 

We proactively use personas as a tool for human-robot interaction design, the 
communication of study results and the discussion of findings with industrial 
partners.

The personas had to be developed starting from scratch, we think this is not 
necessary.

The Idea
The idea is to develop a shared platform for HRI personas to provide several 
basic personas for varying contexts and for each context a list of domain- and 
technology-specific persona variables to simplifiy the persona creation pro-
cess. 

Fig. 2 : Refining and sharing personas and variables

Results
We have collected data from 80 end-users. This data basis was collected 
through the qualitative and quantitative analysis of professional online-pro-
grammers (teaching) and maintainers (robot control), but also developers of 
such robotic systems are included. We gathered data starting with questi-
onnaires and interviews from our user studies. 

 • Personas for different expertise levels

 • Initial list of persona variables (domain-specific: online industrial robot 
programming, technology-specific: augmented reality). 

Future Work

Collaborate and share!
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Max Loiperdinger

„I am happy to have found a job 
in the area that makes me happy..“

chaotic rollicking

willing to learn matey

Personality

extravert      introvert

sensory intuition

thinking feeling

judging      perceiving

                AGE    21      SIZE    172 cm

   EDUCATION    Higher Technical Education Institute (HTL),

                                  automation engineering

              ROLE    Trainee robot programming

           FAMILY    Single, two brothers

      LOCATION   Linz

  ARCHETYPE    Punchinello

Bio

Max joined the company 7 months ago, after graduating 
from a receiving a degree in automation engineering 
from a higher technical education institute. He takes 
part in an 18-month trainee program for robot 
programming. He has successfully completed the first 
module, simulation, and now he takes part in the 
on-/offline programming module. Max could already 
gain experience in on-/offline programming during his 
school education. He is well-integrated in his group and 
with his trainee colleague Simon, he found a good 
friend. Max has some issues with transferring his 
theoretical knowledge into practice. He has a hard time 
prioritising, which leads to a chaotic work style. It is his 
goal to attain a permanent position after finishing the 
training program.
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Motivation
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Fig. 3: Basic persona for an industrial robot programmer at a beginner level 
for augmented reality supported robot online programming

Fig. 1 : Moser et al. [1], Persona Creation: Decision Diagram for Special User Groups 

Fig. 4 : List of persona variables


